Preparation of powders for high-resolution microscopy presents specific challenges not present in bulk materials. Nanoscale powders (diameters <~100 nm) can be directly deposited on to a TEM grid with drop casting and are usually thin enough for electron transparency in a 200 kV instrument or above. Microscale powders (diameters ~1 um), on the other hand, must be thinned to electron transparency for high-resolution spatial and chemical analysis.
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Whereas ultramicrotomy has been able to produce powder particle samples thin enough for highresolution analysis [1] , this method does not allow for complementary surface analysis on the same powder particle because the particles are encapsulated in epoxy. Similarly, conventional TEM sample preparation cannot accommodate materials of the size and structure of powder particles without also encapsulating the particles in a binding agent [2, 3] . Any technique that fully encapsulates powder material limits analysis of particle surfaces, and the ability for site specific TEM specimen preparation is reduced using conventional specimen preparation methods. Additionally, both of these methods can take days or weeks to prepare an electron transparent TEM sample.
Powder particles have been prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) methods before [4, 5] . Using FIB and dual platform scanning electron microscope (SEM) methods, the surface of particles may be analyzed by SEM and site-specific regions may be identified for subsequent TEM analysis. In addition, electron beam induced deposition combined with ion beam induced deposition can be used to protect the particle surface morphology during cross-sectioning. Here, we will demonstrate a technique that enables both surface microscopy and high-resolution cross-sectional analytical microscopy on the same powder particle with diameters larger than 1 um. We use an EXpressLO™ ex situ [6] lift out system to mount individual powder particles to a half-grid [4] . We use multiple strategies for viewing and obtaining energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) information from samples with high topographical relief. Specific FIB milling parameters can accommodate agglomerates of materials that disintegrate and collapse rapidly under the milling action of the ion beam as shown in Figure 1 , where low beam current and high beam overlap prevents particle disintegration [7] . By utilizing this FIB method, we are able to efficiently prepare TEM samples of modified powder particles for both high-resolution EDS analysis and imaging (Figure 2 ) in just a matter of hours [8] . 
